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The O.V. Palladin Institute of Biochemistry of NAS of Ukraine as a founder and publisher of the journal The Ukrainian Biochemical Journal (hereinafter referred to as Publisher) represented by the director S.V. Komisarenko, Academician of NAS of Ukraine, who acts on the basis of the Statute on the one part and the Author(s) (hereinafter referred to as Author) on the other part
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(Full name of the Author(s))
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both referred hereinafter as Parties, have signed this Agreement about the following:

1. The Author affords the Publisher free exclusive rights to print and use the written work (hereinafter referred to as Article)

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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including the rights to permit or to ban the usage of Article or its part by the third parties in any form and by any means.

2. Starting from the moment of signing this Agreement (provided that the Article has been accepted for publication), the Publisher has the right to publish, edit, adapt and modify, translate into other languages, issue and distribute the Article in any number of copies in any form and format on various information carriers.

3. Author’s rights for the Article use are given to Publisher for the whole period of copyright validity and are valid on the territory of countries all over the world.

4. Information about the Publisher’s copyright and the complete bibliographic citing of the Article should be included in all the Article copies, both paper and electronic.

5. If the Article manuscript is not accepted for publication within 12 months and is declined (the Author will be notified of rejection in a written form) or withdrawn by the Author before the Article is accepted for publication, this Agreement is cancelled and the Author’s copyright is restored.

6. The Publisher confirms that the following Author’s rights are reserved:

- patent rights, rights to trademarks and rights to any processes, substances and methods described in the Article;

- rights to make various copies, in particular, electronic copies, for the use by the Author himself or by the Author’s colleagues, as well as for sale and systematic distribution;

- rights to further use by the Author of the whole Article or any of its parts in reviews, theses, books, or lectures.

7. The Author guarantees that the Article has not been previously published and is not being considered anywhere and that the Author’s rights to publication were not transferred to other publishers.
8. The Author guarantees that the Article is the Author’s original work and is not a copy of any other work. The Author guarantees that he has obtained all the necessary permissions for the use in their Article of all materials protected by the copyright.

9. The Author guarantees that the use of the Publisher’s copyright obtained according to this Agreement will not infringe the copyright of any persons or organizations and will not result in the disclosure of secret or confidential information.

10. The Publisher has the right to establish the rules (conditions) of acceptance and publication of the Journal materials. The Editorial Board has the exclusive right to select and/or reject materials sent to the editorial office with the purpose of their publication. Editorial Staff of the Journal does not keep up correspondence concerning the Article rejection by the Editorial Board. The Publisher is not responsible for the false data presented by the Authors.

11. The terms of the Agreement are regulated by the legislation of Ukraine.

12. All supplements, notices, certificates should be drawn up in a written form and signed by authorized representatives of the Parties. Relations unsettled by this Agreement are regulated by the Legislation of Ukraine.
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